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Living organisms can sense and respond to external and internal stimuli. Response is 

demonstrated in many forms including modulation of gene expression profiles, motility, 

secretion, cell death, etc. Nevertheless, all forms share a basic property: they depend on sensing 

small changes in the concentration of an effector molecule or subtle conformational changes in 

a protein and invoking the appropriate molecular response by the relevant signaling pathways. 

Sensing, transduction, and response to signals may be directly carried out by controlled changes 

in the conformation or the assembly of pre-existing components(1,2) or may involve changes in 

gene expression patterns (as in cell differentiation and development), which in turn is carried 

out by protein-nucleic acid interactions and complex formation. Hence, understanding 

conformational changes in proteins and nucleic acids, ligand binding, and complex formation 

play acentral role in advancing our knowledge of cellular dynamics. Large-scale interaction 

mapping projects continue to provide detailed (though approximate) interaction networks 

between pairs of proteins (3–6), but fall short of capturing the stability or dynamics of the 

interactions. Integration of these maps with thermodynamic and kinetic information about 

conformational changes and binding events in proteins and nucleic acids holds the promise of 

discovering simple universal mechanisms that explain and relate seemingly disparate biological 

phenomena at many levels of complexity. In this article, I will explore ‘cooperativity’, one of 

the most ubiquitous features in molecular biology and discuss how it impacts macromolecular 

folding, complex assembly, formation of biological networks, and eventually cellular function 

and pathology. 
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Significance 

Self-assembly of biological components and 

complexes may appear to be statistically 

impossible. Protein and RNA enzymes are 

made from linear chains that must fold to 

unique functional conformations. However, 

the conformational degrees of freedom for 

each residue of the chain seemingly creates 

an astronomical conformational space that 

renders the probability of finding a unique 

native fold in a global search essentially zero. 

Yet, many biological macromolecules 

achieve this seemingly impossible feat in 

milliseconds (7).  

Upon folding, most proteins and nucleic 

acids become parts of multicomponent 

complexes that perform almost every cellular 

function (8). Complex assembly relies largely 

on weak interactions (∆G˚ ~ kT) between 

limited numbers of modular domains that are 

embedded and reused in different proteins 

(1). The modularity of the binding domains 

allows proteins and nucleic acids to bind 

numerous targets in the cellular environment, 

so it is not uncommon for a protein to be part 

of more than one complex. Furthermore, 

notoriously prevalent nonspecific interactions 

between unrelated proteins and nucleic acids 

(9–11) could also overwhelm formation of 

defined complexes. However in normal cells, 

this seemingly improbable outcome is 

strongly favored over a vast space of 

possibilities. 

Cooperative self-assembly is the 

remarkable property of biological systems 

that makes such apparently impossible search 

problems possible, in some cases so efficient 

that they approach the diffusion limit (12). A 

system or reaction is deemed cooperative 

when formation of one interaction favors 

(stabilizes) formation of subsequent ones. 

Through a bottom-up discussion of 

cooperativity and its implications in 

biological systems, this review strives to 

highlight a conserved biological phenomenon 

with diverse but thematically unified 

functions. 

 

Cooperative interactions guide 

folding of biological macromolecules 

RNA folding 

Folding of RNA molecules with tertiary 

structures is largely, but not completely 

hierarchical (13–15), meaning that local 

structures are formed before long-distance 

contacts that stabilize the global fold of the 

RNA. Helices and loops are the building 

blocks of RNA secondary ) structure 

and have long been known to form 

cooperatively. 

Cooperative formation of RNA double 

helices arises from nearest neighbor 

interactions between consecutive base pairs, 

which have been known since the early 1990s 

(13). Recent thermodynamic measurements 

provided higher resolution on how 

cooperativity changes with respect to the 

position of base pairs relative to the ends of 

the helix and showed large cooperativity 

between base pairs throughout the helix 

length of RNA (16). Interestingly, 

comparison of RNA and DNA hairpins 

showed that base pairing interactions in RNA 

are less cooperative than in DNA (17,18). 

The coupling between base pairs in RNA 

hairpins is direct, meaning that the coupling 

energy is insensitive to the disruption of other 

base pairs. In DNA hairpins however, 

coupling between each pair of base pairs 

depends on the other base pairs (18) (indirect 

cooperativity). As a result, individual 

mutations in RNA hairpins are less 

destabilizing than in DNA hairpins, leaving 

room for neutral genetic drift.  

(i.e. Local 
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Local elements of the structure are 

thermodynamically more stable than long 

distance contact motifs, although global 

folding and tertiary contacts may be required 

for the formation of native local structure in 

some regions  a result of stable 

structural elements, the folding energy 

landscapes of RNA molecules are rugged and 

contain multiple minima besides the native 

basin (20).  

Until recently it was not clear whether 

global folding in large RNAs is cooperative 

or stepwise, consisting of cumulative 

formation of local structural elements. In fact, 

some long-distance (tertiary) interaction 

motifs have been shown to be non-

cooperative (21,22) or only slightly 

cooperative (23). The first direct observation 

of cooperative tertiary folding came from 

single-molecule studies of an independently 

stable domain of Tetrahymena group I 

ribozyme (24) and revealed that two distant 

tertiary interaction motifs are strongly 

cooperative in stabilizing the global fold of 

the RNA. However, the simple topology of 

this domain led to speculations that global 

folding might not be cooperative in large 

structured RNAs that contain multiple stable 

domains and competing interactions (24).  

Thermodynamic measurement of the 

coupling energies between tertiary 

interactions in the global folding transition of 

a large structured RNA was recently 

performed in the Azoarcus group I ribozyme 

(25). By making single-base-change 

mutations to slightly perturb the stability of a 

number of long-distance interactions in this 

ribozyme, the folding free energies of the 

native state and native-like intermediates of 

wild type and perturbed ribozymes were 

measured. The findings revealed that folding 

of this large RNA is globally cooperative, so 

that tertiary interactions that are spatially 

separated by more than 30 Å form 

simultaneously. 

Besides direct measurements of coupling 

free energies, other studies present strong 

evidence for the generality of cooperativity in 

large structured RNAs. Hydroxyl radical foot 

printing assays have been used in 

combination with urea titration experiments 

to show that all tertiary motifs of a large 

RNA, Tetrahymena thermophila group I 

ribozyme, have comparable stabilities 

(26,27). This is consistent with a two-state 

unfolding process indicative of high coupling 

between tertiary interactions. Furthermore, 

rapid and two state transitions from extended 

to collapsed and compact structures that have 

been observed for several large RNAs 

support the hypothesis that large RNA 

structures fold cooperatively, despite a 

rugged energy landscape (28,29). 

Nevertheless, the global folding transition 

in some RNAs may not be fully cooperative 

when measured in vitro. Imbalance of 

stability in different subdomains of RNA 

structures is not consistent with cooperative 

folding. This has been experimentally 

demonstrated in the Tetrahymena group I 

ribozyme. Engineered destabilization of an 

independently stable domain suppresses 

folding intermediates and makes folding more 

cooperative (30). 

In general, global folding of large RNA 

structures may be less robust compared to 

proteins of the same size, as strong non-

native contacts are more likely to form in 

RNA. Given the small number of specific 

native interactions, a few non-native 

interactions can significantly reduce the 

efficiency of RNA folding (31). On the other 

hand, addition of individual tertiary 

interactions may stabilize both native and 

non-native intermediates and reduce folding 

specificity, despite increasing native state 

(19). As 
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stability (32,33). This fundamental difference 

in the folding robustness of RNA and protein 

polymers may have had a role in the transfer 

of enzymatic roles from RNA to proteins 

during the evolution. 

Protein folding 

Folding cooperativity implies that under 

various conditions (temperature, pH, 

denaturant concentration, etc.), the unfolded 

and native states are the only conformations 

that are significantly populated. Hence, two-

state and cooperative are often used 

interchangeably. Two-state folding is a 

general property of almost all natural single-

domain peptides and many larger proteins 

(34,35). Cooperative folding is prominent in 

formation of local (secondary structure 

elements) and global (long range tertiary 

interactions) structures (36).  

The mechanisms of cooperative folding in 

polypeptides have been investigated 

extensively, originating in the helix-coil 

theory of Schellman (37) and Zimm and 

Bragg (38).This model views the folding of a 

polypeptide chain as the increasing growth of 

local helical elements and is most suited to 

the formation of regular local structures, such 

as an alpha helix. In the early 90s, the 

hydrophobic zipper model was proposed by 

Dill and coworkers (12,39) to address the 

shortcomings of this model to account for 

cooperative global folding of proteins. Unlike 

helix-coil transitions, the hydrophobic zipper 

model posits that global folding is driven by 

nonlocal hydrophobic interactions between 

sequence-distant residues. Since formation of 

each interaction acts as a constraint on the 

freedom of the polypeptide chain, it makes it 

easier for sequential formation of other 

interactions. This review will not address 

concepts and models of folding in small 

proteins, as these ideas have been extensively 

discussed elsewhere (36).  

Our understanding of protein folding 

cooperativity is largely rooted in studies of 

small single domain peptides and much less is 

known about the folding of large multi-

domain proteins. Although, they sometimes 

exhibit stepwise (as opposed to two-state) 

folding (40–42), cooperative interactions 

among multiple domains are important for the 

function of many large proteins as well (43). 

Since large proteins consist of modular, 

independently stable domains (44) 

cooperative folding must rely on some form 

of communication among the domains to 

achieve a concerted transition from unfolded 

to the fully folded structure. Otherwise, 

folding of each domain would be determined 

solely by its own thermodynamic stability 

and kinetic properties, independent of the 

state of the other domains. Compared to the 

folding of small proteins, the mechanisms of 

inter-domain communication have been less 

explored. However, studies on small protein 

structures that include independently stable 

subdomains, as well as repeat proteins have 

paved the way to a better understanding of 

cooperative folding. 

T4 lysozyme is a small dumbbell shaped 

protein with two subdomains that has been 

studied extensively as a model system for 

protein folding studies. Despite containing 

distinct structural domains, it folds in a two-

state cooperative transition (45). Hence, it is a 

great model for studying how interdomain 

interactions affect folding cooperativity. 

Changing the order and topology of the 

subdomains while maintaining the original 

sequence (circular permutation) strongly 

destabilized the protein, but the protein still 

demonstrated enzymatic activity and a 

cooperative unfolding transitions in 

denaturant solution (45). Therefore, it was 

concluded that the chain topology does not 
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affect the native protein fold. However, 

recent single molecule force measurements 

combined with non-equilibrium 

thermodynamic analyses unraveled finer 

details that changed this picture. Comparison 

of force-induced unfolding free energies, 

when the force was applied to the whole 

protein or to one domain alone, revealed that 

circular permutation diminishes cooperativity 

(46). If the natural domain architecture of the 

protein is broken, folding generally proceeds 

through partially folded intermediates. 

Repeat proteins constitute a special class 

of large proteins and are involved in 

important cell signaling events, such as the 

Notch signaling pathway (35). The structure 

of these large proteins consists of tandem 

repeats of a relatively small domain, 

connected by flexible loops. Despite their 

linear organization, most of these proteins 

fold cooperatively in two-state transitions 

(35,47), though there are instances of repeat 

proteins that form partially folded structures 

(48,49). Despite their large size, these 

proteins are amenable to biophysical analysis 

of the mechanism of folding because of their 

linear structure and dissectible chain topology 

(35,47). For example, the folding energy 

landscape has been determined for several 

natural or consensus repeat proteins by 

measuring internal and inter-domain free 

energies using systematic deletion and 

folding measurements (50,51).  

A simple but important conclusion from 

the folding of repeat proteins is that 

cooperative folding requires homogenous 

stabilities of individual repeating units. 

Proteins in which repeats have varying 

stabilities fold in multiple steps. Furthermore, 

direct manipulation of inter-domain 

interactions by engineered mutations shows 

that ‘energetic coupling’ between repeating 

units is required for cooperative global 

folding (35,47). Such observations are likely 

to be relevant to globular proteins as well. 

High-resolution experimental techniques such 

as hydrogen/deuterium exchange 

measurements demonstrate that different 

regions of proteins may have different 

stabilities and that imbalance of local 

stabilities may undermine the cooperative 

nature of global folding (52–54). However, 

the difficulties in defining and measuring 

individual behavior of subdomains in a 

globular protein makes it hard to directly test 

these ideas in globular proteins.  

Emergence of cooperative folding in 

biological macromolecules 

The role of cooperativity may  best be 

understood by considering how it shapes the 

folding energy landscape of macromolecules. 

The folding of macromolecules is 

accompanied by loss of configurational 

entropy, which has to be energetically 

compensated by formation of stabilizing 

interactions. In cooperatively folding 

biopolymers, the shape of energy landscape 

resembles a funnel with a unique global 

minimum (native state) (55). Nuclei of 

tertiary interactions can form in parallel in 

different regions of the structure, and grow to 

form the native fold. Cooperativity among 

interactions means that formation of any set 

of tertiary interactions is consistent with other 

interactions. Hence, trapped intermediates do 

not limit the folding process and folding 

proceeds quickly to structures with a 

significant degree of native structure (55,56). 

In contrast, the energy landscape of polymers 

with competing, but mutually inconsistent 

nucleation sites contain other funnels beside 

the global energy minimum as formation of 

some tertiary interactions frustrates the other 

interactions (57). 

It is remarkable that both major classes of 
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functional biopolymers, RNA and 

polypeptides, fold specifically and form 

unique conformations. The nature of physical 

interactions that stabilizes these biopolymers 

and drives their folding is vastly different. 

Strong electrostatic interactions with cations, 

stacking interactions between bases, and 

hydrogen bonds are the main stabilizers of 

RNA, whilethe global structure of 

polypeptides is largely stabilized by 

entropically driven hydrophobic interactions.  

The specificity of folding is not due to 

intrinsic chemical properties of these 

polymers. Randomized RNA sequences and 

rationally designed polypeptides (lacking 

detectable homology to natural ones) 

generally demonstrate a multitude of 

equilibrium and kinetically trapped 

intermediates (56,58–60). Therefore, folding 

cooperativity is likely a product of evolution. 

Altogether, natural selection favors chain 

topologies that are conducive to cooperative 

folding to ensure folding specificity. 

Interestingly, domain topology is dispensable 

for enzyme function and stability (46). 

Consequently, it has been possible to create 

new proteins that are more stable than their 

natural counterparts by de novo design or by 

construction of consensus sequence of a 

family of homologous proteins. However, 

these proteins, lacking the evolutionary 

history of natural proteins, lack folding 

cooperativity and demonstrate stable folding 

intermediates (35,59,60). Similarly, concerted 

changes in more than one helical domain are 

necessary to increase the folding 

cooperativity and specificity of RNA 

structure (61). Therefore, explicit integration 

of topological principles is necessary to 

design macromolecules with unique stable 

folds. 

 

Cooperative interactions guide 

macromolecular complex assembly 

Self-assembly of complexes 

Proteins and ribonucleoprotein complexes 

perform the majority of cellular functions. 

Complexes bring related enzymatic functions 

to close proximity to increase the efficiency 

of multistep reactions and decrease 

inadvertent escape and accumulation of 

reaction intermediates. Simultaneously, 

catalytic processes remain dynamically 

regulated through modulation of the complex 

assembly and disassembly rates (8). These 

rates can be modulated by changes in 

concentration or post-translational 

modifications of one or more of the 

components. 

Cellsuse a limited number of modular 

domains to facilitate interactions between 

proteins and nucleic acids (1). Many proteins, 

especially those involved in signaling 

pathways or complexes, contain a number of 

different domains allowing them to bind to 

different targets simultaneously. Additionally, 

many interaction domains are versatile as 

they can recognize multiple ligands in 

different contexts (1,62). 

Complex assembly relies on the specific 

binding interactions among components. 

However, nonspecific interactions between 

unrelated proteins and nucleic acids are the 

rule rather than the exception (1,10,63). 

Although off-target binding events are often 

weaker than binding of a domain to its 

specific target, the number of possible 

nonspecific binding targets greatly 

outnumbers the specific binding loci. Hence, 

the differential stability of specific and 

nonspecific binding loci is not enough to 

guarantee specific recruitment. Increasing the 

binding strength of specific partners by 

forming larger contact surfaces increases the 
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strength of nonspecific binding events as well 

(for examples, see Pawson and Nash (1). 

Hence, cumulative evolutionary 

improvements in binding affinity do not 

provide a solution for specific recruitment 

and assembly of components of a complex.  

Instead, cooperative self-assembly has 

evolved to ensure efficient and specific 

formation of complexes and is widespread in 

modern macromolecular complexes. 

Ribosome, proteasome, and viral capsids are 

only a few examples of complex structures 

that assemble cooperatively from their 

components. DNA and RNA bound 

complexes, such as transcription machinery 

(64,65), various transcriptional silencing (66) 

and other chromatin-bound complexes (67), 

as well as mRNA-bound regulatory 

complexes (62) rely on cooperative 

interactions between their components to 

assemble and function. Another important 

venue for cooperative assembly involves 

organization of cell signaling proteins that 

translate external stimuli to intracellular 

responses (68–70). 

Two mechanisms underlie the 

cooperativity observed in the assembly of 

different complexes from the same group of 

proteins. The first mechanism relies on the 

‘multivalent’ structure of many proteins, 

meaning that there are two or more different 

interaction domains in a given protein that 

allow it to bind multiple targets 

simultaneously. For example, assume a 

trimeric complex ABC in which A and C 

both bind the common partner B. If A has an 

additional binding pocket for C, then C is 

more likely to bind AB than B, because of the 

extra binding energy gained from binding to 

A. Combinatorial post-translational 

modifications on histone proteins are 

proposed to act in this manner to induce 

specificity in binding of chromatin reader 

proteins (71,72). 

The second mechanism is dependent on 

the dynamic nature of protein and nucleic 

acid structures. In this case, cooperative 

binding to a common partner does not require 

direct interaction between the binders. 

Instead, one binding event causes a change in 

the conformation of the common partner that 

increases its affinity for the second. This 

mechanism is analogous to the allosteric 

effects observed in ligand binding and is 

often harder to discern (73–76). 

Cooperative assembly decreases the 

possibility of partially assembled or 

unproductive (dead end) intermediates (75) 

and thus guards against wasteful diversion of 

a cell's resources. Consider the assembly of 

ribosomal subunits, consisting of large 

noncoding RNAs and over 20 proteins. In an 

exponentially growing Escherichia coli 

culture, doubling every 20 minutes, ribosomes 

make up about half of the dry cell weight (77). 

About sixty percent of transcription is devoted 

to ribosomal RNA transcription (78) and about 

40% of total energy is devoted to protein 

synthesis (79). It is easy to see how inefficient 

assembly of ribosomes would lead to toxic 

accumulation of nonfunctional intermediates 

and aggregates, resulting in growth arrest and 

cell death. 

In addition, for complexes that are 

assembled on a specifically localized 

nucleating element, such as transcription 

initiation and silencing complexes, 

cooperative interaction among the 

components ensures the specificity of 

recruitment at the target loci, because the free 

energy of thermodynamic coupling outweighs 

nonspecific binding energies of each 

component. Multivalent proteins that can 

bind several motifs simultaneously play a 

critical role in the cooperative assembly of 

complexes at their target loci (66,67,70,71). 
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Higher-order assemblies and macroscopic 

transitions 

Several cellular functions involve association 

and polymerization of many copies of one or 

more macromolecular complexes. For 

example, nucleosomes in transcriptionally 

silent domains of chromatin that extend 

several kilobasepairs are bound by silencing 

complexes or heterochromatin protein HP1 

analogues (80,81). Tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF) receptor (TNFR) and the Toll-like 

receptor/interleukin-1receptor (TLR/IL-1R) 

super families are instances of signal 

transduction systems that self-associate to 

form polymeric higher order assemblies upon 

activation by external signals (see, Wu (2)). 

Binding of carbohydrates and lectin, forming 

lattices and other higher order structures on 

the cell surface, is yet another example of this 

type of system (82). 

Formation of these higher order complexes 

relies on ‘multivalent’ monomers, i.e. 

monomers that have more than one 

interacting domain to engage with the other 

building blocks. For example, in chromatin-

templated assembly and spreading of 

silencing complexes, at least two types of 

binding domains (valencies) are required: a 

modified-histone binding domain that 

recognizes histone post-translational 

modifications specific to heterochromatin, 

and a dimerization domain in one component 

of the complex (66). Consolidation of 

multiple interaction domains into one protein 

or a multicomponent complex couples the 

binding of each domain to its respective 

target with the other domains, thus making 

the polymerization reaction cooperative. 

Domain-deletion studies in yeast for instance 

have shown that heterochromatin domains 

cannot be established and maintained when 

either dimerization or histone-binding 

domains are absent (83). This is also true for 

proteins with multiple copies of a binding 

domain. In fact, in vivo measurements of 

higher order assembly of SH3 and PRM 

domains in engineered peptides with different 

numbers of repeats established that the 

formation of these assemblies requires more 

than one instance of the domains. 

Furthermore, increasing the number of 

domains in the peptides reduces the minimum 

concentration of SH3 and PRM repeats that 

are needed for higher order assembly 

formation (84). This work demonstrated for 

the first time that the binding of multivalent 

signaling proteins results in a sharp 

(cooperative) macroscopic phase transition 

leading to liquid-liquid demixing of the 

higher-order assembly in cells. Importantly, 

the phase transition boundaries can be 

regulated by the phosphorylation state of the 

binding partners. Such phase transitions are 

emerging as a new paradigm in signaling 

pathways (2) and may be more important than 

previously appreciated. 

Cooperative interactions and construction 

of gene regulatory networks 

Many biological regulatory systems are 

bistable; they can stably exist in two 

alternative states (ON/OFF) depending on the 

level of the input stimulus. Theoretical 

investigations have discovered a number of 

key shared features in such systems, 

including ultra-sensitivity and positive 

feedback (85). Cooperativity among 

biomolecules is one of the mechanisms used 

by cells to create ultra-sensitivity. 

For instance, epigenetic states of gene 

expression that depend on chromatin structure 

are thought to be established and maintained 

by cooperative interactions among specific 

targeting proteins, general silencing 

complexes, and modified histones (66). 

Computational investigations of these 
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systems show that bi-stability in the 

specialized chromatin regions is impossible 

without cooperative interactions among 

nucleosomes and chromatin-modifying 

complexes (86,87). These epigenetic 

programs are established early during 

development and faithfully inherited through 

many cell divisions (88). Similarly, 

cooperative spatial organization of 

components of certain signaling pathways, 

such as mitogen-activated protein kinase 

(MAPK), plays a key role in bistable 

signaling and suppression of cross-talk 

among different pathways (68,69). 

However, it must be noted that other 

mechanisms besides binding cooperativity 

may underlie ultra-sensitivity in other bistable 

systems. For example, positive and double-

negative feedback circuits among pairs of 

gene products are involved in many gene 

regulatory systems(89), but fall outside the 

scope of this review. 

 

Conclusion 

In the context of macromolecular folding and 

complex assembly, cooperative interactions 

provide important advantages that underlie 

their natural selection. As might be expected, 

loss of cooperativity leads to serious 

pathological states. 

Cooperativity brings specificity to 

biological reactions 

Cooperative interactions among the 

components of a system decrease the 

abundance of reaction intermediates. That is 

why a fully cooperative transition occurs in 

one step from the initial to the final state. 

Non-cooperative interactions, on the other 

hand, proceed in two or more steps and may 

involve on- or off-pathway intermediates. 

In the folding of protein and RNA 

molecules, intermediates are partially folded 

chains that may be native-like (on pathway) 

or non-native (off pathway) in their structure. 

In the former type, sometimes observed in the 

folding of large or repeat proteins and large 

noncoding RNA molecules in vitro(see 

above), part of the polymer adopts its native 

tertiary structure, while the rest still remains 

unfolded. Subsequent steps consist of folding 

the remaining regions and accumulation of 

the native structure. In contrast, in non-native 

intermediates, some or part of the polymer 

chain adopts a tertiary structure unlike the 

native fold. Therefore, a partial or complete 

unfolding transition is required to reset the 

polymer chain and the possibility of folding 

to the native conformation. In 

macromolecular assembly reactions, 

intermediates may include incomplete on-

pathway assembly products, or trapped sub-

complexes that cannot proceed toward the 

native complex without the dissociation of 

some of the components. 

In reactions, where non-native 

intermediates are thermodynamically 

possible, cooperative transitions significantly 

increase the reaction yield, as fewer 

molecules or complexes are trapped in “dead-

end” off-pathway intermediates. On the other 

hand, if all intermediates in a reaction 

pathway are native-like (on pathway), it’s 

hard to imagine any intrinsic advantage for a 

cooperative mechanism over stepwise 

transitions. However, due to some 

idiosyncratic properties of biopolymers and 

complexes, even on pathway intermediates at 

high-enough concentrations may lead to 

detrimental biological side effects. 

The suppression of reaction intermediates 

makes cooperative transitions specific, 

meaning that they mainly produce the 

intended final state (folded conformation or 

multicomponent complex) with little or no 
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side products. This is arguably the most 

remarkable feature of cooperative systems. 

As mentioned before, proteins and nucleic 

acids are generally capable of binding to a 

wide range of partners specifically and 

nonspecifically. Without cooperative 

interactions between components formation 

of a specific complex would be highly 

improbable.  

An important, but often overlooked 

corollary is that specific complex assembly 

requires component concentrations to be 

tightly regulated (90). This is because the 

differential stability of independent and 

cooperative binding is dependent on the 

concentration of the free components. When 

free concentrations are too high or too low 

relative to the binding affinity of the 

components, cooperative stabilization effects 

will not be observed. Hence, cooperativity as 

a mechanism of guiding complex assembly to 

specific outcomes can only function when 

component concentrations are tightly 

regulated. As expected, deregulation of 

concentrations, for example by 

overexpression in recombinant systems, 

results in the loss of specificity in complex 

assembly. The assembly of transcriptional 

silencing complexes and the formation of 

heterochromatin regions provide excellent 

examples of such effects. Artificial 

overexpression of a protein required for 

transcriptional silencing often results in 

partial or complete loss of heterochromatin 

formation because instead of a limited 

number of specifically localized and fully 

associated silencing complexes, components 

spread throughout the genome as partially 

assembled sub-complexes.  

Kinetic effects of cooperative interactions 

Cooperativity by definition is a 

thermodynamic property and, in principle, it 

does not provide any information about the 

rate of reaching the final state of the 

transition. Thus, in contrast to the general 

relationship between cooperativity and 

specificity discussed in the previous section, a 

generalized relationship between 

cooperativity and kinetics does not exist. 

However, as discussed below, the geometric 

features of protein and RNA chains strongly 

affect folding kinetics and cooperativity in 

similar ways, making it possible to form a 

general picture of how cooperativity might 

affect kinetics. 

Nearly three decades of computational and 

experimental research on protein folding rates 

and mechanisms has established that the rate 

of folding of proteins is largely determined by 

the native topology of the polypeptide chain. 

The average sequence separation of residues 

that interact in the tertiary structure is called 

contact order and correlates with protein 

folding rate87.This correlation holds for over 

6 orders of magnitude in folding rates and 

implies that geometric features of the protein, 

not the details of side chain interactions 

determined by the sequence, have the 

strongest role in determining the mechanism 

and rate of folding (91). 

Polypeptides with low contact order 

generally fold faster because the residues that 

make the initiallong-range interactions in the 

folding process are on average closer in 

sequence space. Hence, relatively smaller 

configurational entropy is lost by the 

formation of these native contacts and a 

smaller free energy barrier has to be 

overcome to reach the transition state. 

Transition state energy is directly 

proportional to the reaction rate, thus the 

faster folding rates. Additionally, once the 

first long-range interactions are formed, 

formation of the remaining native interactions 

occurs at a significantly smaller entropic cost. 
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Thus, in effect, these interactions are 

significantly stabilized by the previous 

interactions (cooperativity). Most small single 

domain proteins are thought to fold in this 

manner, demonstrating fast kinetics and two-

state cooperative equilibrium transitions (see 

above). 

The above folding pathway and the 

ensuing correlation between folding rate and 

contact order is possible only when the native 

fold is the unique thermodynamically 

favorable folded conformation (energy 

minimum) available to the peptide chain. 

Otherwise, formation of the initial long-range 

interactions may be followed by non-native 

interactions that lead to misfolded or 

kinetically trapped intermediates. In such 

cases, some interactions that form quickly 

trap the protein conformation in a dead-end 

state that cannot proceed toward the native 

state, unless some interactions are unfolded 

first. The observation of such folding 

pathways indicates that the folding transition 

is not fully cooperative, since the formation 

of some interactions opposes the formation of 

other native interactions. This is the case for 

some large RNA molecules folding in vitro as 

well as protein structures with the possibility 

of non-native interactions.  

Finally, it is possible to imagine another 

folding pathway for a multi-domain protein 

or RNA molecule, in which the native state is 

the only thermodynamically stable state, but 

the global folding of the protein is not 

cooperative as the domains of the 

macromolecule fold independently. Here, the 

kinetics of folding will depend on the 

individual domains and could be either slow 

or fast. Under such conditions, no correlation 

between global cooperativity and kinetics is 

expected. 

In summary, the relationship between 

cooperative equilibrium transitions and 

kinetic folding pathways are not necessarily 

direct and simple. This is highlighted by 

inconsistencies between theoretical 

expectations and experimental measures of 

the degree of folding of residues in the 

transition states of many proteins (35). 

Nevertheless, it remains true that 

cooperativity among native interactions 

makes the folding energy surface ‘smoother’ 

by suppressing the formation of non-native 

interactions. This has a generally favorable 

effect on folding kinetics, as direct pathways 

from unfolded to folded state are more likely 

to be travelled on a smooth energy landscape. 

The same general relationship and 

complications between cooperativity and 

kinetics also hold true for macromolecular 

complex assembly reactions. Generally, when 

dead-end assembly intermediates are not 

possible, the binding cooperativity of 

components increases the binding kinetics. 

However, in many complexes, off-pathway 

assembly intermediates are possible, which 

give rise to complexities in the kinetic folding 

pathway.  

Loss of cooperativity in disease and 

pathology 

The discussions above make it clear that even 

though the formation of the native state of 

biological macromolecules and complexes 

might be driven thermodynamically, folding 

or self-assembly processes may be frustrated 

by the formation of nonproductive 

(kinetically trapped) intermediates. Besides 

wasting metabolic resources and energy, the 

accumulation of partial folds and assemblies 

leads to other detrimental consequences in the 

crowded environment of the cell. 

A pathologically familiar instance of such 

consequences is the case of amyloid diseases. 

These are accompanied by the unusual 

aggregation of specific proteins in the form of 
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fibrils or plaques that are deposited in various 

tissues and organs (43).  For example, point 

mutations in the human lysozyme gene cause 

hereditary non-neuropathic systemic 

amyloidosis (92). Amyloidogenic variants 

have native folds and are catalytically active, 

but they are less stable and occasionally form 

partially folded intermediates, in which only 

one of the two domains of the protein is 

folded. The point mutations destabilize part 

of the protein structure, thus folding of the 

protein can no longer be a cooperative 

transition accompanied by structure 

formation in both domains. Consequently, 

unfolded parts of the protein provide 

extensive interaction surfaces that underlie 

the formation of higher order aggregates and 

insoluble fibrils (93,94). 

Conversely, one may infer that recovering 

the folding cooperativity by any mechanism 

would circumvent the problem and thus 

prevent fibril formation. Remarkably, an 

antibody that was discovered to inhibit fibril 

formation in vitro, achieves this effect by 

restoring folding cooperativity to the protein 

(95). Interestingly, the antibody makes 

minimum contacts to the domain affected by 

the mutation (and not the site of point 

mutation), but seems to exert its stabilizing 

effect by long-range conformation effects at 

the interface of the two domains (95). 

Chaperone proteinsplay an analogous role 

to this antibody. Binding of chaperones to the 

polypeptide chains as they emerge from the 

ribosome may prevent partial folding of 

proteins before they are completely 

synthesized. Other chaperones use the energy 

of ATP hydrolysis to unfold partially folded 

intermediates and allow them to re-fold. If the 

native state is the most stable conformation, 

this action will shift the balance of 

conformations toward the native state. In 

effect, both chaperone mechanisms will shift 

a kinetically controlled conformational 

population to a thermodynamically controlled 

one, favoring the native state.  

Concluding remarks 

As progress in experimental and 

computational methodologies enables 

quantitative investigation of larger subsets of 

cellular interaction networks, new examples 

of cooperative interactions among proteins 

and nucleic acids are discovered. Cooperative 

interactions enable cells to construct specific 

complexes from modular building blocks, 

localize reactions to specific recruiting loci, 

and create stable states that are resistant to 

fluctuations in their components. 

Understanding the basis and implications of 

cooperativity is necessary for proper 

understanding of molecular interactions and 

cellular regulatory circuits. 
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